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3 LEAKAGE THROUGH COMPOSITE LINERS 

3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 Scope ofthe section 
As indicated in Section 1.2.4, two types of liners are considered: geomem
brane liners (i.e. geomembrane alone) and composite liners (i.e. liners 
comprised of a geomembrane associated with a layer of low-permeability 
soil). Section 2 discussed leakage through geomembrane liners. Leakage 
through composite liners is discussed in this section . 

3.1.2 Leakage mechanisms 
Leakage through a composite liner. A composite liner is comprised of a 

geomembrane upper component and a low-permeability soil layer lower 
component. Therefore, leakage migrates first through the geomembrane 
component and, then, through the soil component. 

Leakage through the geomembrane component of a composite liner. As 
indicated in Section 2.1.2, there are two mechanisms by which leakage can 
migrate through a geomembrane: 

• permeation through the geomembrane (i.e. flow through a geomem
brane that has no defects); and 

• flow through geomembrane defects such as ho les or pinholes. 

*Part I of this paper appeared in Geotexti/es and Geomembranes 8(1). 
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Leakage rates due to permeation through the geomembrane component 
of a composite liner should not be significantly affected by the presence of 
the underlying low-permeability soil layer because even a soil with a very 
low permeability is still very permeable as compared to a geomembrane 
without defects. Therefore, data and discussions from Section 2.2 on 
permeation through a geomembrane without defects are applicable to 
composite liners, and Section 3 will be devoted to leakage through 
composite liners due to a hole in the geomembrane. 

Leakage through a composite liner due to a geomembrane hole. The 
mechanism of leakage through a composite liner when there is a hole in the 
geomembrane is as follows: the fluid (i.e. liquid or vapor) first migrates 
through the geomembrane hole; the fluid may then travel laterally some 
distance in the space, if any, between the geomembrane and the low
permeability soil; finally, _the flui_d migrates into and eventually through 
thelow-permeability soil. This leakage mechanism is. applicable to both 
liquids and gases. However, in the remainder of this section, consideration 
will be limited to the leakage of liquids through composite liners. 

There may be no space between the geomembrane component and the 
soil component of a composite liner if the geomembrane is sprayed directly 
onto the low-permeability soil layer. This technique is not very often used, 
and, in the more usual case of a geomembrane manufactured in a plant, 
there will be somespace between the geomembrane component and the 
soil component of a composite liner in almost ali applications because: 

• the geome;nbraru:.J:rn.s.wrinkles (note tll_a(ge.on1<;111brane wrinkles 
may exist even under very high pressures as shown by Sione14

); 
• there are clods or irregularities at the underlying soil surface; and/or 
• ev_e.gifJht! underlying soil surface is apparently smooth, the geomem

brane bridges small spaces between soil particles. 

Test results discussed in Section 3.3 seem to indicate that some lateral 
flow almost always occurs between the geomembrane and the underlying 
soil, even under good laboratory test conditions when the geomembrane is 
placed as flat as possible on a soil layer that has a smooth surface. 

Influence of overlying material. As discussed in Section 2.3.3, leakage 
through a hole in a geomembrane liner underlain by a pervious material 
can be significantly impeded by the overlying material. The case of a 
comQosite liner is comgletely different: the flow is essentially governed by 
the Jow-per~eibili!ysgil!i~cte;Jyiņg_th~g_~;iii~ni!)i~11~;J;~. th~j1~~dj2§S 
a~ the_ geo!lle111~.r~1.1.t: hglr it!1!".gY_gJ~Le <:91_!1P'.1r:.~.!..9~9.<' .. !1~.'.1.d __ I9~~--i1_1 __ the l~~rm~aliili_!Y.1_<ill.,J'herefore, if the material overlying the geomem
brane is more permeable than the low-permeability soil component of the 
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composite liner (which is practically always the case), no significant head 
loss will take place in the overlying material. Therefore, the presence of 
the overlying material will not significaritly affect the leakage rate, unless 
fine particles migrating from the overlying material dog the geomembrane 
hole and/or the space between the geomembrane and low-permeability 
soil. 

From the above discussion, it may be concluded that, for ali practical 
purposes, the rateofleaka~e througha composite li.ner is independent of 
the overlying material. · 

3.1.3 Organization ofthe section 
Because the leakage mechanisms presented above are complex, it is 
appropriate to consider different and complementary approaches. Accor
dingly, the next two sections (3.2 and 3.3) are devoted to analytical studies 
and laboratory modei tests, respectively. Lastly, practical conclusions 
regarding the evaluation of leakage rates through composite liners are 
presented in Section 3.4. 

3.2 Analytical studies 

3.2.1 1ntroduction 
As indicated in Section 3.1.2, liquid that has passed through a hole in the 
geomembrane component of a composite liner may flow laterally some 
distance between the geomembrane and the low-permeability soil before 
migrating into the low-permeability soil. This 'interface flow' is possible 
only if there is a space between the geomembrane and the low-permeabil
ity soil. There is no interface fiow .if thegeomembrane .. <ļnd thesoilare in 
perf ec:ļSQ.11 tact üxhic;l1il; anj.cl.eal c_asethaJ is extremel y. difficul t t() .iic:hieve 
inpnictice). · · · 
· Accordingly, two types of analytical studies are presented hereafter: 

• analytical studies assuming that there is perfect contact between the 
geomembrane and the low-permeability soil, and, consequently, 
liquid does not flow laterally between the geomembranc and the 
low-permeability soil; and 

• analytical studies assuming that liquid flows laterally between the 
geomembrane and the low-permeability soil before migrating into the 
low-permeability soil. 

In ali cases, analyses presented in this section are based on the assump
tion of steady-state saturated flow conditions. 

Three-dimensional analyses of this complex problem are difficult and it 
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is appropriate to start with two:dimensionalanalyses. Accordingly, the 

remainder of Section 3.2 is organized as follows: 

• Two-dimensional analyses assuming perfect contact (Section 3.2.2). 

• Three-dimensional analyses assuming perfect contact (Section 3.2.3). 

• T1!i:.t?<'!:c!illlt:nsioI1al analyses with interfaceJlow (Section 3.2.4). 

3 .2 .2 Two-dimensional analyses assuming perfect contact 

Faure 18 has made an extensive two-dimensional theoretical analysis ( using 

numerical methods) of the leakage through a composite liner due to a hole 

in the geomembrane, assuming perfect contact between the geomembrane 

and the underlying low-permeability soil. Most of Section 3.2.2 is a 

summary of Faure's work. A two-dimensional study was also made by 

Sherard19 who traced flow nets by trial and error for a limited number of 

cases. 
Assumptions. The two-dimensional case discussed in this section is 

defined as follows (Fig. 5(a)): 

• The hole in the geomembrane is a slot with a width b and an infinite 

lengthin the direction peryendicular to the considered cross-section. 

• 'f!ie-depth oĪÜquid on top of the geomembrane is hw. 
• The thickness of the low-permeability soil layer beneath the geomem

brane is H, and its hydraulic conductivity is k,. 

Description of the fiow. Both Faure and Sherard have shown that for 

two-dimensional flow (Fig. 5(b)): 

• there is horizont.i.ļJi~jņ the)mil. along ~JJQ!!!Qllpf t!Je interface 

( althougI1there is no flow. betw.eŗ:ntbJ: geomembrane ;in<Ltlie soil 

sinc~rf ect contact }s assumedlt and. --=•""-
• t!J:.i:.e is aphreatic JuŗfaceJ:,eyond whichthe soil is notsaturated. 

These qualitative characteristics of two-dimensional flow are certainly 

also applicable to the three-dimensional case (circular hole). Examples of 

equipotential lines for the two-dimensional case are given in Fig. 6 and a 

chart giving the location of the phreatic surface in the two-dimensional 

case is presented in Fig. 7. 
Leakage rate. A chart giving the leakage rate when the geomembrane 

and the underlying soil are in perfect contact was given by Faure18
•
20 for 

the two-dimensional case (Fig. 8). The results given by Sherard19 for a 

limited number of cases are consistent with Faure's. Faure's chart (Fig. 8) 

is used with the following equation: 

(23) 
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Fig. 5. Two-dimensional flow through a composite liner due to a geomembrane defect, 

assuming perfect contact between geomembrane and soil layer: (a) definition of the 

two-dimensional case considered; (b) correct solution; (c) vertical flow giving a lower 

bound of the leakage rate; (d) radial flow giving an upper bound of the leakage rate. As 

demonstrated by Faure: 18 (i) the flow is limited laterally by a phreatic surface (i.e. there is 

no flow beyond surfaces (1) in Fig. 5(b)); and (ii) there is flow in the soil along a portion of 

the geomembrane-soil interface ( although there is no flow between the geomembrane and 

the soil because there is no space between the geomembrane and the soil in the case of 

perfect contact). 

where: Q* = leakage rate per unit length in the direction perpendicular to 

the figure; CF = dimensionless coefficient given by the eh art as a function 

of b!H, and hwlH,; b = width of the slot; k, = hydraulic conductivity of 

the low-permeability soil underlying the geomembrane; H, = thickness of 

the low-permeability soil underlying the geomembrane; and hw = depth 

ofliquid on top ofthe geomembrane. Basie SI units are: Q* (m2/s), b (m), 

k, (mis), H, (m), and hw (m). 
Lower bound solution. If the flow is assumed to be vertical (Fig. S(c)), 

the leakage rate is given by a close-form solution obtained by applying 

Darcy's equation to a rectangular domain: 

Q* = k,b(hw + H,)IH, (24) 

where the notation is the same as above. 

A comparison of Figs S(b) and S(c) shows that the area of flow for the 

case of vertical flow (Fig. 5( c)) is only a fraction of the area of flow for the 

correct solution (Fig. S(b)). Therefore, it may be concluded that the 
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Fig. 6. Typical equipotential lines for leakage through a composite liner due to a 
geomembrane hole. These equipotential lines result from a two-dimensional study assum
ing that the geomembrane and the underlying soil are in perfect contact (see case (b) in 
Fig. 5) (from Faure). 18 The cases shown above are: (a) b!H, = 0·02 and hwfH, = 1; (b) 
b!H, = 0-02 and hwfH, = 3; (c) b!H, = 0·2 and hwfH, = 1/3; and (d) b!H, = 0·2 and 
h,)H, = 1. Notation: b = width of infinitely long hole (slot) in the geomembrane; 
hw = depth of Iiquid on top of the geomembrane; and Hs = thickness of the low
permeability soil layer underlying the gecimembrane. Nate that there is no flow beyond the 

phreatic surface. 
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Fig. 7. Lateral extent of the phreatic surface limiting flow in the soil layer due to a hole in 

the geomembrane (from Faure). 18 This chart is related to the two-dimensional case (the 

hole is a slot of width b) and perfect contact between the geomembrane and the soil layer. 

The chart shows that, when the water depth becomes very large, L 1/b and L2 /b become 

very large, whereas L 11Hs and L2/H5 reach a limitingvalue ofthe order of 5. In otherwords, 

the lateral extent ofthe saturated zone can be large com ared to the bole size, but not more 

t an a few ttme s of the soil layer. 
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Fig. 8. Chart for calculation of leakage rate due to geomembrane hole when the geomem
brane is in perfect contact with a low-permeability soil. This chart gives the dimensionless 
coefficient CF to be used in eqn (23) which gives the leakage rate through a composite liner 
due to a slot in the geomernbrane (two-dimensional case). This chart was established by 
Faure. 18

·
20 The coefficient CF can also be used in eqn (31) to make an approximate 

evaluation of the leakage rate through a composite liner due to a circular bole in the 
geornernbrane (three-dimensional case). Notation: hw = depth of liquid on the geomem
brane; b = width of the slot (to be replaced by the diameter d of a circular hole when the 
chart is used for the three-dirnensional case ); and Hs = thickness of soil layer. Comments: 
(i) if hwlH, = 0, the flowis vertical (Fig. S(c)); and (ii) CFhas the same value for ali values 

of hwlHs greater than 5. 

leakage rate obtained using eqn (24) is a lower bound solution for the 
leakage rate through the composite liner when the geomembrane and the 
underlying soil are in perfect contact. This lower bound solution gives a 
good approximation of the leakage rate if the ratio between the width of 
the geomembrane hole and the thickness of the low-permeability soil is 
large, which is rare. 

Upper bound solution. If the flow is assumed to be radial (Fig. 5( d)), the 
leakage rate is given by a close-form solution obtained by integrating 
Darcy's equation for a circular domain: 

Q* = 1rk,(hw + H,)lln(ZH,lb) (25) 

where the notation is the ~ame as for eqn (23). 
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In sol!l_~s.ises, eqn (25) leads to absurd results, such as flow rates 

increasing as soil thickness increase.s. However, this case is useful because 

Faure showed that it provicfos· an upper bound for the leakage rate throug~ 

!1:!e composite linerwhen the_g~embrane and the underly\ng soil are in 

perfect contacj. Also the fact tliat the leakage rate in the case of radial flow 

is expressed by a close-form solution for the three-dimensional case 

( circular hole) as well as for the two-dimensional case provides a conve

nient way to compare the three-dimensional case with the two-dimension

al case. Any relationship be.twt:en.the two- an.d th.ree.-dimensional cases is 

useful b~c,a11s~Jht: three:di111e11sional case is very difficult to analyse. 

Approximate solution. The upper bound solution provided by the radial 

flow equation (eqn (25)) is excessively high in many cases. In addition, for 

H,lhw larger than a certain value, the flow rate increases with increasing 

soil thickness, as shown in Fig. 9 (case c). Since the leakage rate cannot 

increase if the thickness of the soil layer increases while ali other variables 

remain constant, the upper bound cannot be used as an approximation for 

the leakage rate when H,lhw is large. 

Equation (25) can be arbitrarily transformed by replacing hw + H, by 

hw, which gives: 

Q* = 1rk,hwlln(2H,lb) 
(26) 

As it turns out, this equation can be used for large values of H,lhw where 

it gives values (case (c') in Fig. 9) less than, but not too far from, the values 

calculated using eqn (23). 

Usefulness of the two-dimensional case. ThJ'J!bove co11siderati<ms re

~5!i~Jtboundari<,s and_ approximations related to the two-dimensional 

case wi)l rov.ide useful .. uičlanteTOr arī ·a ··roximaff evaliiaffüii"oflne 

.-LP ,.. . ······-< .. g_ ....... __ ... __ ,J>y . .•.•...•. . .•.•....• _ .•.• 

leaJrnge_ rate in the three-dimensional case ( circular holel_\Vhere no 

n~merical SQltitig~_Ši~il_a!t~<,qģ{~:3)[s avjifü1t
ilŗ- . --

3. 2.3 Three-dimensional analyses assuming perfect contact 

In the case of three-dimensional flow ( circular hole) with perfect contact 

between the geomembrane and the underlying soil, the flow is certainly 

limited by a bell-shaped phreatic surface similar to the phreatic surface of 

the two-dimensional flow (case (b) in Fig. 5). However, to the best of our 

knowled e .no .anal tical or numerical study ispresently_ay:iil:il:>le for this 

~e. N~~~.!.e!~1o~EEer_b5mnd.agd IQ\Ver boun soh.ü1ons are av:,iilable 

and theyare express<:d.by close-foņne_q11_ations.. 

Lower·bounasolution. The equation related to vertical flow (similar to 

the two-dimensional case (c) in Fig. 5) gives a lower bound for the leakage 

rate and is obtained by writing Darcy's equation for a cylindrical domain: 

Q = k,a(hw + H,)IH, 
(27) 
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Fig. 9. Comparison of various assumptions regarding leakage rates through composite 
liners. The curves give leakage rat es through a composite liner due to a slot of width b in the 
geomembrane (two-dimensional case), assuming perfect contact between the geomem
brane and the low-permeability soil. Calculations were made with several assumptions 
regarding flow: (a) correct solution; (b) vertical flow; ( c) radial flow using eqn (25); and ( c') 
radial flow using eqn (26). Correct solution, vertical flow, and radial flow are illustrated in 

Fig. 5. (Adapted from Faure. 18) 

where: Q = lower bound ofthe leakage rate; k, = hydraulic conductivity 
of the low-permeability soil; a = surface area of the hole in the geomem
brane (a = 1rd2!4 ifthe hole is circular); d = diameter of the circular hole; 
hw = liquid depth on top of the geomembrane; and H, = thickness of the 
low permeability soil. Basie SI units are: Q (m3/s), k, (mis), a (m2 ), d (m), 
hw (m), and H, (m). 
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Upper bound solution. The equatiou related to the three-dimeusioual 

radial flow (similar to the two-dimeusioual case ( d) iu Fig. 5) is obtaiued by 

iutegratiug Darcy's equatiou for a spherical domaiu: 

Q = 1rk,(hw + H,) d/(1- O·Sd/H,) 
(28) 

where the uotatiou is the same as above. 

By aualogy with the correspoudiug equatiou for the two-dimeusioual 

case (equ (25)), it may be assumed that equ (28) provides au upper bouud 

solutiou for the leakage rate wheu the geomembraue aud the uuderlyiug 

soil are iu perfect coutact. It cau also be assumed that equ (28) leads to 

absurd results for some cases, like equ (25). Therefore, equ (28) is simply 

used as a prelimiuary step to obtaiu a better solutiou, as iudicated below. 

First approximate solution. As discussed for equ (25) iu the two

dimeusioual case, equ (28) cau be arbitrarily trausformedby replaciug 

hw + H, by hw, which results in: 
. 

Q = 1rk,hwdl(l -O·Sd/H,) 
(29) 

It is possible that this equatiou gives au approximate value of the 

leakage rate wheu d!H, is small (like eqn (26) for the two-dimensioual 

case). Iu mast practical cases, d!H, is small siuce typical geomembraue 

defects are of the order of 1-10 mm (0-04--0·4 iu) iu diameter, whereas the 

low-permeability soil compoueut of composite liuers is ofteu of the order 

of 1 m (3 ft) thick. lt is iuterestiug to uote that equ (29) teuds toward a very 

simple limit wheu d!H, teuds toward zero: 

Q = 1Tk,hwd 
(30) 

where the uotatiou is the same as for eqn (27). 

I)uel:o the lack of a more rigorous solutiou, equ (30) will be used as au 

approximatiou for the leakage rate wheu there is perfect coutact betweeu 

the geomembraue aud uuderlyiug low,permeability soil. 

Second approximate solution. Auother approach for evaluatiug leakage 

rates iu the three-dimeusioual case is to use the chart established by Faure 

for the two-dimeusioual case (Fig. 8) aud modify equ (23) by replaciug iu 

Q* (which is equal to Q/length) the leugth of the slot by the perimeter 1rd 

of the circular hole (aud uot half the perimeter, uor the diameter of the 

hole, as oue may be tempted to do): 
(31) 

where: Q = approximate value of the leakage rate; Cp = dimensiouless 

coefficieut giveu by Faure's chart (Fig. 8); k, = hydraulic couductivity of 

the low-permeability soil; H, = thickuess of the low-permeability soil 

layer; hw = liquid depth ou top of the geomembrane; aud d = hole 
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diameter. Basie SI units are: Q (m3/s), k, (mis), H, (m), hw (m), and d (m); 
CF is dimensionless. 

3. 2. 4 Tņŗge,4imeŗ,§(9Jial C111C11)1§f!§ ~it!, iri[ŗŗfpcfflow 
Analytical studies of leakage through composite liners due to geomem
brane defects considering interface flow were published by Fukuoka21 and 
Brown et al. 9 Several of the equations presented in Section 3.2.4 are 
adapted from these publications. 

Flow mechanism. As discussed in Section 3.1.2, a fraction of the liquid 
that has passed through a geomembrane defect will flow laterally between 
the geomembrane and the soil, unless there is perfect contact between the 
geomembrane and the underlying soil. This 'interface flow' covers an area 
called the wetted area. In the case considered here, the hole in the 
geomembrane is assumed to be circular and the interface flow is assumed 
to be radial; therefore, the wetted area is circular. The interface flow takes 
place in the_(usuany smaU)space bet..yeeņ_!hegeoI11eml:>rnne_and the 
unaerfyingsoIĪ. - ..... 

It isinteresting to consider the case where there is a geotextile between 
the geomembrane and the underlying soil. Strictly speaking, this three
component liner does not meet the definition of a composite liner given in 
Section 1.3.2. However, results ... oLeKPs!Lim.e.ntsde~cribedsub~equently 
ha\;e sho'!V_n_tJ,aJ, .. in somJ-' .. cases, .. Jhe .. presence. o(iļgeot_e~!iļeJ<1.Ye!.~J_the 
interfa~_.i:.9_y~s.!h~erlormance.0Li\<,:QI11pg1i!e Ij11er. 1]1,J;refoŗ_,:,jtis 
useful to consider the .case of a lineccomprise<i of a geomembrnn: upper 
C()ffiJ;OileIJt, a geotexti]e midd]e COmponent, and a Jow-permeabÜfrysoi] 
lo~QQnerrt, (It should be inacte·ae·a:r tfiaitnis geoteXfife 1s'n6i: a 
drainage layer and should not be connected to any kind of outlet, such asa 
pipe, sump or manhole.) If there is a geotextile between the geomembrane 
and the underlying low-permeability soil, the interface flow takes place 
partially within the geotextile and partially within the spaces between the 
geotextile and the geomembrane and between the geotextile and the soil. 

Hydraulic head. Flow thrnugh composite liners is normally slow. There-
fore, one may assume that there is n~nificant head loss whenJiquid b· 0 J 

passes throļlgh31 gŗomembraņe <iefect. Consequently, the hydraulic 
head acting on top of the low-permeability soil, just below a geomembrane 
defect, can be assumed to be equal to the depth of liquid on top of the 
geomembrane, hw. (This implies that the top surface ofthe low-permeabil-
ity soil layer is used as the datum for the hydraulic head and geomembrane 
thickness is neglected.) The hydraulic head decreases from hw at the edge 
of the circular defect to zero at the periphery of the wetted area. This is 
illustrated by Fig. 10 in the case of a circular hole and radial interface flow. 

The actual shape of the curve of the hydraulic head acting on top of the 
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low-permeability soil, h, as a function of the radius, r, can be given by a 

study of the interface flow. 

Interface flow. The interface flow is the lateral flow in the space between 

the geomembranc and the soil. Hereafter we assume that the space 

between th _ _e$e()!J1.e.!11QL<'ll"le andfüe .~Qi\j§ 11111f(}fJ1\{e.g: an_ellll'tysflise of 

ugjf<;[p_!lüsJsņe~§ l?et,v,eeņ tļle geomern!lrn1w_.mcl . .!he soi!, or a geotextile 

of uniform thickness and permeability between the geomembrane and the 

soil). We also assume that the geomembrane hole is circular and the 
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u , 
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C • 
> 0 
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OF THE OEOMEMBRANE CIRCULAR HOLE 

R 

Fig. 10. Hydraulic head on top of the low-permeability soil underlying the geornernbrane. 

The horizontal reference level for the hydraulic head is the upper surface of the low

permeability soil layer. Toe origin O of the radial axis is on the soil surface, below the center 

of the circular hole of the geornembrane. Legend: r = any radial distance rneasured from 

the origin O; d = diameter of the geomembrane circular hole; R = radius of the wetted 

area; and hw = depth of water on the geomembrane. (Note: For O ~ r ~ d/2, the hydraulic 

head is actually h = ~ + Tg + s, where Tg = geomernbrane thickness, and s = spacing 

between geornembrane and soil. Tg and s are very small and are neglected.) 

inte_rface _flow is rnci_ial. The uniform medium between the geomembrane 

apd _the §Qil.c,m .. b.<'! cna.r.a_cļer,izc!ci gyjt§l:ļyclra,11lictrnņ
sllļjss,iv_iJy e. 

lf the medium is a geotextile, its hydraulic transmissivity is defined by: 

(32) 

where: e = geotextile hydraulic transmissivity; kP = geotextile in-plane 

hydraulic conductivity; and s = spacing between the geomembrane and 

the underlying soil (i.e. geotextile thickness). Basie SI units are: e (m2/s), 

kP (mis), and s (m). 

If the medium is an empty space, its hydraulic transmissivity is expressed 

by the following equation, adapted from Brown et ai. ,9which was obtained 
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( by applying Newton's viscosity law to flow between two smooth, parallel 
plates: 

pgs3 e=--
1211 

(33) where: IJ = hydraulic transmissivity of the empty space; p = density of the 
liquid; g = acceleration due to gravity; s = spacing between the geomem
brane and the soil; and 'T) = viscosity of the liquid. Basie SI units are: /J 
(m2/s), p (kg!m3

), g (m/s2
), s (m), and '7 (kg/(rn.s)). For example, using the density (p = 1000 kg/rn3

) and the viseosity 
(11 = 10- 3 kgi(rn.s)) of water at 20°C, eqn (33) shows that a spacing 
s = 1 mm is equivalent to a hydraulic transmissivity of 8 x 10-4 m2is, and 
a spacing s = 0· 1 mm is equivalent to a hydraulic transmissivity of 
8 x 10-7 m2is. In comparison, a typical needlepunched nonwoven geotex
tile with a thickness of 3 mm and a hydraulic conductivity of 1 x 10- 3 mis 
has a hydraulic transmissivity of 3 x 10-6 m21s. The flow rate related to interface flow can be expressed using Darey's 
equation: 

Q, = kiA = OiB 

(34) 
where: Q, = interface flow rate; k = hydraulie eonduetivity of the flow 
medium; i = hydraulie gradient; A = eross-seetional area of the flow; 
IJ = hydraulic transmissivity of the flow medium; and B = width of the 
flow. Basie SI units are: Q, (m3/s), k (mis), A (m 2

), 11 (m2/s), and B (m); iis 
dimensionless. 

In the case of the eonsidered radial flow: 
i = -dhidr 

B = 2.,,.,. 

Henee, with Q, = Q, in eqn (34): 
Q, = -2m"Odhldr 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 
where: Q, = interfaee radial flow rate at radius r; and h = hydraulic head 
acting on top of the low-permeability soil. Flow through the soil. The_slof!<-0f.the flow §ne,; throyghJhe soil is_not 
k110wn. foŗ the.s,iķe oļsifUplieitL flow througņ tņe soi1J9yer is assurņecj to 
b~_.Y.ertic<1J,Darcy's.equ.ation.rel<1t>'clJ0Jl.9'tLfüIQYEhlhE.soi_Lc;!ln tņen_.be 
written as follows: 

Q, = k, i,A, 

(38) 
where: Q. = flow through the soil; is = vertieal hydraulic gradient 

through the so 
Basie SI units a 

In the case c 
varies radially 1 
varies radially: 

i = ' 
h+H, 

H, 

where: H, = thi, 
Fig. 10. 

If we consider 
A, = 2m"dr 

Consequently t 

h dQ, = 2nrk,-

Flow differentiai 
to the differential , 

dQ,+ dQ, = 0 
dQ, can be derived 

dQ, = -2nr0 

Combining eqns ( 41 
ldh d2

h k,( -;:d,+ctr2=e · 
Equation (44) was a geotextile (i.e. e gi, interfaee flow in an e 
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through the.soil; and A, = cross-sectional area of the considered flow. 

Basie SI units are: Q, (m3/s), k, (mis), and A, (m2 ); i, is dimensionless. 

In the case considered, the v!'rtical.liydra11lic gŗ.~~ic,ņt. iņ_ t_lie sojl, i„ 

vasies radially because the. hydŗaulic. h~ad a~ting ?n .. top ofthe soil, h, 

variesradially: - -· · · · 
"'=-~·=--=~·~"-

i = s 
h+H, 

H, 
(39) 

where: H, = thickness of the soil layer; and h is a function ofr as shown in 

Fig. 10. 
If we consider an annular region between radii r and r + dr: 

A, = 2,rrdr 

Consequently the flow rate in the soil can be expressed as follows: 

· h+ H, • 
dQ, = 2m' k, • H dr 

• s 

(40) 

(41) 

Flow differential equation. The principle of conservation of mass applied 

to the differential element in Fig. 11 dictates that: 

dQ, + dQ, = 0 

dQ, can be derived from eqn (37): 

(
1 dh d

2
h) 

dQ, = -2Trr e ; dr + dr2 dr 

Combining eqns (41), (42) and (43) leads to: 

! dh +~= k, (1+ _!:_) 
r dr dr e H, 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

Equation ( 44) was written by Fukuoka21 for the case of interface flow in 

a geotextile (i.e. IJ given by eqn (32)), and by Brown et al. 9 for the case of 

interface flow in an empty space between the geomembrane and the soil 

Q 

GEOMEMBR~ANE ~~;!~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
SPACING s dl :-o, 

• 1 ) r 

SOIL 

1 .. 
Fig. 11. Relationship between radial interface flow, Qr, and flow into the soil, Qs. 
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(i.e. /J given by eqn (33)). As shown by Brown et a/.,9 this differential 

equation ean be so!ved using Bessel funetions. 

Special case. In order to simplify eqn (44), Brgwn etlll.9 ass11111~c,Lfüat 

the hydraulie grllgj~ņJJgrJhtvertjc;_alJ!owjn so.il isone. Asc:.21:<iingto.-1,gn 

(39l,Jl1\~.si.!11:Elifyingassm,11püon_is aeeeptable ift!Jehyd~aulieh,~a_claeting 

on t~.JmY.:p_ermeability soil is negligiblecomparedto the thiekn~ss of the 

Io;:permeab1Htysoil.'Va!iīesmnydraüHčheacls acti~g o~Īiner; diseussed 

in Seetion 1.3.6 show that the above simplifying assumption is: 

• always aeeeptable for bottom Iiners; 
• uneonservative for liquid impoundment top liners; and 

• aeeeptable in most eases of top liners for Iandfills. 

Using i, = 1 and applying the prineiple of eonservation of mass to the 

flow between the geomembrane hole and the boundary of the differential 

element in Fig. 11 results in: 

Q = Q,+ Q, 

where Q, is given by eqn (37), and: 

Q = TrR2 k, 

Q, = Tr/2 k, 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

where: Q = Ieakage rate; Q, = interfaee radial flow rate at radius r; 

Q, = flow into the soil within radius r; R = radius of wetted area; and 

k, = hydraulie eonduetivity of the soil. Basie SI units are: Q, Q, and Q, 
(m3/s), rand R (m), and k, (mis). 

Combining eqns (37), (45), (46) and (47) leads to: 

dh 
\---
1 dr 2e 

- ~2) (48) 

Īntegratmg this differential equation leads to the equation of the h-r 

eurve: 

(49) 

h =-- 2ln --+ -- -1 R
2 

k, [ 2R ( d )
2 J 

w 48 d 2R 
(50) 

where: hw = depth of liquid on the geomembrane; R = radius of the 

wetted area; k, = hydraulie eonduetivity of the Iow-permeability soil; 
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(! = hydraulic transmissivity of the space between the geomembrane and 
the low-permeability soil (given by eqn (32) if there is a geotextile between 
the geomembrane and the low-permeability soil and by eqn (33) if the 
space between the geomembrane and the low-permeability soil is empty); 
and d = diameter of the geomembrane hole. (Note that eqn ( 49) satisfies 
eqn (44) with h = 0, i.e. i, = 1.) 

.E:_~ljiV~L~he_. r~.di1;1!_.~f~!}!'._.~.~tecL;ir.e.l!.i!.thehY.clraylic 
transm1ss1vity of. thL§!l.ilJ;e~b.e.t~een .. .the .. geomembr.ane. and .... the .. Jow- i· · 
perrneability soil is. known and if .. t.he .. deQth of liquid on top ofthe . • 
gecmreffi15rane. i~Jsggwn. W_h.!c.IL.t.he_.1:i!.91.!l.§ .... oL.the .. we.tte.d )U\;\a,R, is 
ctite1:..IIlmesLJ.h.eJe_;!k::igexate, Q, <;,m1.l?e ,;ieJermine\i !l.sing_eq12 c 46). 

The most uncertain step in using the above equations is the selection of 
the hydraulic transmissivity value, o.· If there is a geotextile between the 
geomembrane and the underlying soil, and if the geotextile is in close 
contact with the overlying geomembrane and the underlying soil, the 
hydraulic transmissivity, 0, can be obtained by conducting hydraulic 
transmissivity tests on samples of the geotextile subjected to a normai 
stress equal to the normai stress in the field. If there is no geotextile 
between the geomembrane and the soil, the hydraulic transmissivity to use 
in eqn (50) is given by eqn (33). To use eqn (33), it is necessary to estimate 
the spacing, s, between the geomembrane and the underlying soil. This 
spacing depends on the rugosity of the soil surface, the stiffness of the 
geomembrane, and the magnitude of the normai stress that tends to press 
the geomembrane against the soil. Recommended values for the spaci11g, 
s, w,ere.given.byIIŗowqgLqL~gnth.e.beÜLQifilQcl.!iL!"It.h.anģfe!lbi:Jgund 
herej!ļ!eŗ.in SeftionJ.J„2. _u §ing_ these recomm!!11ded :'.'.1h1~~, ļ:lŗ9.,vņ et ql. 

9 

esJiil:liished charRzi".i~ t_l}eje;ŗkage rate_ arn;I therns!il!§üf tJxe :,yette_d area 
as a.function .. ottķ~g~eI11l:l_rnneļ1ole_wŗface ;ire;i,th}'. s2!!.~auI1c 
cgnduct,iyiŗy and the. depth of \Vater on thegeo1I1embrane. To summarize 
results presented in these cliarts arid tciex.friipofate or"inteŗpolate them, we 
propose the following empirical equations: 

Q = 0·7 aD·l k2°88 hw 

R = 0·5 ao-os k,-o-06 h!;;' 

(51) 

(52) 

These equations are only valid with the units indicated: Q = leakage 
rate (m3/s); a = geomembrane hole area (m2

); k, = hydraulic conductiv
ity oflow-permeability soil (mis); hw = liquid depth on the geomembrane 
(m); and R = radius of wetted area between geomembrane and soil (m). 
Equations (51) and (52) result from a combination of the theoretical 
analysis presented above and experimental data presented in Section 
3.3.2. Nate that, as discussed prior to eqn (45), eqns (51) and (52) are 
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based upon assumptions that are valid only if the liquid depth on the 

geomembrane is less than the thickness of the low-permeability soil layer. 

Upper bound solution. An upper bound of the flow rate and the radius of 

the wetted area occurs when the spacing s between the geomembrane and 

the underlying soil is so large that the flow rate through a geomembrane 

defect is given by eqn (22), that is the Bernoulli's equation related to free 

flow through an orifice. By combining eqns (22) and (46), it appears that, if 

the spacing between the geomembrane and the soil is large enough to 

ensure free flow, the radius of the wetted area is given by: 

rrR2 ks = 0·6 av'īgīī:; 

hence: 

R = 0·44a0·5(2ghw)0·25 k;O·S 

and, in t}te case of a circular hole: 

R = 0·39d(2ghw)°'25 k,-05 

(53) 

• 
(54) 

(55) 

where: R = radius of the wetted area; a = geomembrane hole area; 

d = hole diameter; g = acceleration due to gravity; hw = liquid depth on 

the geomembrane; and ks = hydraulic conductivity of the low-permeabil

ity soil underlying the geomembrane. Basie SI units are: R (m), a (m2
), d 

(m), g (m/s2), hw (m), and k.,, (m/s). 

Note that tbe radii given by eqns (52), (54) and (55) correspond to cases 

where there is no overlapping between wetted areas related to different 

geomembrane holes. 

/~'·3.3 Laboratory modei tests 

3.3.1 Introduction 

Tests to evaluate leakage rates through composite liners due to geomem

brane holes were conducted by Fukuoka21 •
22 and Brown et al. 9 

1n both studies, tests were conducted with a geomembrane having a 

circular hole, and various hole diameters were tested. Additional tests by 

Brown et ai. included geomembran<e flaws that were not circular such as 

slits or seam defects. The tests were intended to be full-scale models since 

hole size, geomembrane thickness and (approximately) soil layer thick

ness were similar to typical field values. However, the permeameters used 

had a limited diameter (e.g. 0·6 m (2 ft) for Brown et ai. and 1·5 m (5 ft) 

for Fukuoka) and the extent of lateral flow between the geomembrane and 

soil was limited by the walls of the permeameter. 

1n the tests conducted by Brown et ai., the geomembrane was always 

covered by 0· 15 m (6 in) of gravel to ensure contact between geomem-

brane and soil 
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brane and soil, and, in sometests," an additional load_ujl _ _l<J 160kPa 
(3340 psf) (eq11ivalep\JoJ() .m ('.JOJt}qfsgil) w.1_s11ppliecl to eval11<1te ttte 
effect of overb11rde11pressure,. Inmany of"the.testsc<Jndu.:,tecl byFukuoļrn, 
the geomembrane was not covered, and the only load applied on the 
geomembrane was the water pressure. 

Watq_d~ths on tbeg,:omembrane in the.Brown ~t al.Jestswere.up to 
lm.(40 in). 1n the Fukuoka tests, water pressures equivalent to water 
depths up to 40 m (130 ft) were used. Tests by Brown et al. were 
conducted for landfill applications while Fukuoka was working on the 
design of a large dam and reservoir. 

Fukuoka used only a PVC geomembrane, while Brown et al. considered 
a variety of geomembranes: HDPE, PVC, CSPE and EPDM, with various 
thicknesses. Some of the tests conducted by Fukuoka and by Brown et al. 
included a geotextile between the geomembrane and the soil. 

Tu~tsJ2y_FUKl!Qka as welļas tests byJ3ŗown et aļ.shQwed that therejs 
significantfiowbetween_the_geomembrane and the so~witli or without / 
geote~iļe. 

3.3.2 Review oftests by Brown et al. 
These tests are presented in a report by Brown et al. 9 

Description of the tests. Tests were conducted in a 0·6 m (24 in) dia
meter permeameter. Geomembrane hole diameters ranged between 
0·8 mm (0·03 in) and 13 mm (0·5 in), and noncircular holes such as slits 
and seam defects were C()nsidered. 

The geomembranes and their thicknesses were: HDPE, 0·75-2·5 mm 
(30--100 mils);PVC,0·5--0·75 mm(20--30 mils);CSPE,0·9-1·15 mm(36--
45 mils); and EPDM, 0·75 mm (30 mils). 1n some tests, geotextiles were 
included between the geomembrane and the soil. The geotextiles were 
needlepunched nonwoven materials with masses per unit area of 250--
350 glm2 (7-10 oziyd2

) and thicknesses (under no load) of the order of 
2·5-4 mm (0· 10--0· 16 in). 

The soils used were a silty sand (k, = 2 x 10-6 mis), and a clayey silt 
(k, = 2 x 10-3 mis). 

Approach. The diameter of tillU)ermeameter u~ Brown et al.was 
smalļJ0·6 m(24 i11)) an§lateral flow could not extelļd bevsmda.radiu29{,_ 
0·3_m (12 i11) as itwould.have in most caseswithout the limitatiqn imposed 
!:!yJhe.permeameter walls. This fact was recognized by Brown et al. who 
did not use their tests to evaluate the leakage rate directly. Instead, they 
conducted calculations similar to those presented in Section 3.2.4 (but 
taking into account the presence of the permeameter walls) to derive ... t.tte 
valu.e of the wacing, between the_geomembnme and soilfw.l!L~ .. .l~t 
re§11_lts,.Jhe value of the spacing thus obtained can be used in eqn (33) to 
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calculate the value of /J required in eqn (50) to determine the radius of the 
wetted area and, therefore, the leakage rate in situations where lateral 
flow is not impeded by permeameter walls. Th.e spaciņg values determin~ 
b_yj3ŗownetal. aŗe asfollows: 

O:.ll2 mm f or_ cl'll'.!'Y5ilt_regardless ofgeomembrane. type 
o -08. mmfü, si!ty s,m4 ;igciJiex:il?legeQmem!Jr;igfs(l'YC:) 
0:15_mmJsiuiltX.Si111QJlp_ci§tiffge_CJinembranes {HDPI:) 

The spacing between the geomembrane and the soil, and, therefore, the 
leakage rate, appears to increase if the geomembrane stiffness increases 
(at least in the case of the more permeable soil). It also appears that 
spacing increases if the soil is coarse, which is illustrated by the following: 

0-02 mm = d 10 of the clayey silt used in the tests 
0·08 mm = d15 of the silty sand used in the tests 

The above spacing values are related tothe_case of ;i,geomembrane with 
15 cm(§_it1)ofggyeLQ".erb11rden. This is averyl{l\\'()".eI:.Q!:lE1~~~E11lre 
in coinpa!:iSQil tgjielcl <:onciitigns. As a resni!, CJil_e_,I!lllYS~l_l<:lll_c!eJļlat,_tlle 
al;>_ove spacinlL".i!ļues are larger than unc!.eL,Jiel.,:i co1_1.<!i.tions. Such a 
conclusion is not necessarily correct since, in the field, geomembranes 
have wrinkles and subgradep1ep;!J:atimLiS.llOLas good as in the tests. 

Following is our review ofthe influence ofvarious parameters on the test 
results of Brown et ai. 

Influence of geotextile between geomembrane and underlying soil. On 
the clayey silt (k, = 2 x 10-3 mis (2 x 10-6 cm/s)), the geotextile does not 
change __ the.. leakage rate. On .. the .. silty sand_(ķ,_= 2_xio-6 mis 
(2 x 1 o-• cm/s)), the_gegte.x:tile seel!!.S!Q r_e_cl11<:e_sļiglltly_t_he lg:i.JJ!ge.ra te. 

Effect of overburden pressures. When a compressive stress of 160 kPa 
(3340 psf) (equivalent to 10 m (30 ft) of soil) is applied on a 0·75 mm 
(30 mil) thick HDPE geomembrane placed on a soil with a hydraulic 
conductivity of2 x 10-6 mis (2 x 10-4 cm/s), the leakage rate is divided by i · '; 

200 and the calculated theoretical spacing between geomembrane and soil 
is divided by 10, as compared to the case whcrc thc ovcrburden pressure 
was 1-5 kPa (30 psf). (There are no results for the soil with a hydraulic 
conductivity of2 x 10-3 mis (2 x 10-6 cm/s).) Basedon this limitedresult, 
the effect of overburden pressure on the leakage rate appears to be 
significant. 

Effect offfaw shape. Erratic results were obtained with geomembrane 
slits and seam defects on the soil with k, = 2 x 10-6 mis (2 x 10-4 cm/s), 
and it was difficult to compare slits, seams and circular holes with the 
2 x 10-8 mis (2 x 10-6 cm/s) soil because for that soil there is a large 
lateral flow and permeameter walls disturbed the flow. Therefore, in our 
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opinion, it is not possible to draw conclusions regarding the effect of flaw 

shape. 
Conclusions from Brown et ai. 's tests. In order to extrapolate to field 

conditions, B_rown et ai. make the recomJI1endations in Table 8 r~ga,EdLng 

thes.alll~Qf the splļģng. between ~eomembrane and soil to be .. used in t.he 

eqigitionsgresented.in Section 3.2A to evaluate leak::,ge rate and radiu.s of 

wej~QJļrea inactu.al field conditionswl:!ere lateral.exte.11si911qf flqy,js not 

impeded by wallpermeameter. 

Soil hydraulic 

conductivity, ks 
(mis) 

10-6 
10-1 
10-8 
10-9 

TABLES 

Geomembrane·soil 
spacing, s 

(mm) 

0·15 
0·08 
0-04 
0·02 

\· 

These values are larger than the calculated spacing values previously 

given in the discussion of the approach. Also, these spacing values are for 

the case when there is little or no overburden (e.g. 15 cm (6 in) of gravel), 

and smaller spacing values would have been obtained with overburden of 

the order of typical field values. Therefore, the above spacing values are 

large in the case oflaboratory conditions. Wewill assume that these values 

can be used in the case of excellent field conditio~( defined subseqnen!:!y), 

ba.sed.on the followigg rationale:(i) on one hand, in thefield, overburden 

stresses, .which tend to decrease the spacing, are· laiger·Īnan tne-T5 cm 

( 6inLof_gŗaveI usect as Overbur<len in the tests; an<Tifil, onllie other hanct, 

f~r-a given overburden stress, spacin.,g between,thegecmĪem.brane and the 

sqi\jsJarge_rjn tl:!e field !han in .the laboŗatory tests since„ even .. under 

ex.<::.ellent .field.conditionsLgeomembranes always have wrinkles andsoil 

pre1>aration isnever as.goocl as in the.tests. · 

The above spacing values were used by Brown et al. 9 to establish their 

charts (not reproduced here), which we used to establish eqns (51) and 

(52). Therefore, values given by these equations can be assumed to 

represent excellent field conditions. 

3 .3 .3 Review of tests by Fukuoka 

These tests are described by Fukuoka. 21
•
22 They were conducted for the 

design of the lining system for a dam and a reservoir with a maximum water 

head of 40 m (130 ft). 
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Description of the tests. AI! tests discussed below were conducted with 

the following equipment, conditions and materials: permeameter dia

meter is 1 · 5 m ( 5 ft); water pressure is 200 or 400 kPa ( 4000 or 8000 psf); 

soil hydraulic conductivity is of the order of 10-1-10-6 mis (10- 5-10-4 cm/ 

s); soil thickness is 0·45 m (1·5 ft) (except in the few tests conducted with 

an earth cover); the geomembrane is a 1 mm (40 mil) thick PVC geomem

brane; the geotextile is a polyester needlepunched nonwoven material 

(mass per unit area 450 g/m2 (13 oz/yd2
), 4 mm (160 mil) thick, and 

hydraulic conductivity 0-001 mis (O·l cm/s) under no compressive stress). 

Scope of the tests. Fukuoka conducted a few tests with an earth cover on 

top of the geomembrane. These tests showed a small leakage rate reduc

tion compared to the case without earth cover. However, no useful 

quantitative conclusion can be drawn because the effective·stress due to 

the earth cover was very small compared to the water pressure. In the tests 

discussed hereafter, there is no earth cover on the geomembrane. The 

main interest of these tests is to provide an evaluation of the effect of a 

geotextile on the leakage rate. 
Tests with geomembrane alone on soi/. Fukuoka's tests with no geotex

tile between the geomembrane and soil show that: (i) t!Je. leaķageŗat:_~is 

lessJhanJhe leakiigera,te ti}ŗ9ugh soil a.lone when th~omem!JraneJ!ole 

djl1g1eterkļes_sJila11~_p_ŗ<Jl{iļlla_tely2_Q_llllll(0:75 in);and (ii) the leakage 

rate becomes e{ļllill_tothe leakagerate with_no .. geomembrane at.a.11. w.hen 

the diame.ter of ..... the ... geg111ernļ)ra11.e_h9ļe_i§J:1rner_t!Jan :l.PP@l{illlate!Y 

20 111111 (0·75iµ). This indicates that in the latter case, leakage flows 

laterally between the geomembrane and the soil and reaches the walls of 

the permeameter (diameter 1·5 m (5 ft)). This is confirmed by pressure 

measurements in the soil which show that the full water pressure is applied 

on top of the soil. In other words, the geomembrane is uplifted and water 

flows freely in the space between the geomembrane and soil. 

Tests with geomembrane on geotextile on soil. In these tests, the geotex

tile had no hole ( only the geomembrane had a hole). Also, the geotextile 

and the geomembrane were not glued together (i.e. the geomembrane was 

simply laid on the geotextile). This detail will be important in the discus

sion presented subsequently. 
These tests show that: (i) whe!lJb.i:_ge_Q!lli:fil~sJe,SS 

thaI1_50 .mm (2in}, usinga geotextile 11nder the_geomembranedecreases 

tņ_eJe.aķ:lge_rnt:_eJ?.Y a_1Jpr<Jxi_II1:lteiy __ <J!1_(!__<Jrd~- Of Illlgiii_tude Of !IlOre, 

compared to the case wi!ļlout a geoteistile; aud (ii) iYhen.th~.filelllbrane 

holediameter.becomes larger than 100 mm (4 in), the leakage rate 

b=.eseqņ_aLJ0Jhe.Jes1ks1ge .. rate with.no geomemorļne··acall (this 

indicates that leakage flows laterally and reaches the wall of the permea

meter with no head loss). The effect of the geotextile for hole diameters 
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less than 50 mm (2 in) is confirmed by pressure measurements in the soil in 

the case of a 20 mm (0·75 in) diameter geomembrane hole, which show 

that the water pressure on the soil surface (i.e. under the geotextile) was 

roughly uniform and one order of magnitude smaller than the uniform 

pressure in the case without geotextile between the geomembrane and 

soil. 
Comparison between tests with and without geotextile. A larger geomem

grnne_jļgle .diarneter.is necessarywith agentextile(lOO mm (4in))_!11an 

without a _geotextil~GO mm(SJ)5 in))for therndü.tl fiow to reacht~ewalls 

ofthe 1·5m(5 ft)diameter permeameter: In cases where the radial flow 

<ioes_ņ_gtr~fh_the w:1Jfa gf th~peŗniea,nieter; lne Ieiikage rate. witli ii 

geotextile is approximately one orderofrnagnitudeJessthantilel~a,k:age 

rate withouta_g<:>gtexüle. 

These observations are valid only for the considered materials and water 

pressures. 
lnterpretation of the tests. It may be concluded that, in the tests with a 

geotextile between the geomembrane and soil, geomembrane, geotextile 

and soil stayed in close contact when the geomembrane hole was smaller 

than 50 mm (2 in). The fact that water pressure on the soil was one order 

of magnitude less with than without geotextile confirms this interpreta

tion, because: 

• if water had.accumulaterlbetw-.eerrtheg.e.om.embmne an(i_geotextile, 

the water pressure on the soil would have bee111111if9rmlyh_igh, a,lmo_st 

equaltoJh.i:.w.ateLprnsfil!re..u!l.Jh.~~Q.I!l.embJ_an~_(i.e. 200 or 400 kPa 

( 4000 or 8000 psf)) since geotextile permittivity (i.e. permeability/ 

thickness) is much larger than soil permittivity and, therefore, the 

head loss through the geotextile would ha ve been small; and 

• if water had accumulated between the geotextile and soil, both the 

geotextile and the geomembrane would have been uplifted and the 

water pressure on the soil would have been equal to the water 

pressure on the geomembrane (i.e. 200 or 400 kPa ( 4000 or 

8000 psf)). 

Tentative explanation. The case of a geomembrane alone is discussed 

first. Then the case where a geotextile is located between the geomem

brane and the soil is compared to the former case to explain why the 

geomembrane, geotextile and soil stayed in close contact in some tests, 

thereby resulting in a smaller leakage rate with geotextile than without. 

lf the geomembrane is alone (i.e. if there is no geotextile between the 

geomembrane and the soil), the wter pressure on toILQf the _geomem: 

brane is higher than the watq ~;essure un der. the_g~mbrane )f the 

geomernbrane .is in close contact with the soil. In fact, geomembranes are 
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never in close contact with the soil ( with the possible exception of 
geomembranes sprayed directly onto the soil) because of small soil surface 
irregularities that are bridged by the geomembrane. (This has beeri shown 
by Brown et ai. using modei tests (see Section 3.3.2), and this is even more 
true in the field where conditions are not as good as in mode! tests.) As a 
result, there are preferential paths for the water between the geomem
brane and soil. ConseQuently~water__Qressure betweengtcomembrane and 
soilsiukkly.becomesequi!l to waterpJessure o.n.tQP.of the,geomem brane, 
even in the case of leakage through relativel1 small geomembrane boles. 
u;;-ct~;id~ai~;;diti;;;-~,if th~ soil s~rface wereperfectly smooth, and ifihe 
geomembrane had no wrinkles, there would be no preferential pJlth for the 
WJlter. As a result, the geomembrane and the soil would stay in close 
contact under the pressure applied by the water (approximately the same 

1 way two pieces of polished steel stick to each other because there is no air 11 

or water pressure between them). 
If there is a geotextile between the geomembrane and soil, if the geotextile 

is thick enough and compliant enough to fill the irregularities in the soil 
surface, if the water pressure on top of the geomembrane is large, and if 
the geomembrane is flexible and placed without wrinkles ( ali requirements 
which were met in the experiments conducted by Fukuoka), then there is 
no preferential path for flow between geotextile and soil or between 
geotextile and geomembrane. Wate_i:..11KnJ!ows in the.geotextile Fith 
pressureJos;;,5inceJhe geotextile is a_porousmedium._As a result, the 
pJeSSUre onJop of thegeomembraneis greater thanth~pressme und~r:_ 
ne.athJt. Consquently, the geomembrane is pressed against the geotextile 
and the soil. 

The above mechanisms are supported by comparing the test discussed 
above, where geomembrane and geotextile are on a rather smooth sur
face, with a similar test conducted by Fukuoka using a geomembrane and a 
geotextile located on a soil surface that had been roughened by placing 
gravel on top of the soil. In the latter case, the discharge of water is the 
same as if there was no geotextile between the geomembrane and soil. This 
supports the view that the ge9textile .is.effective in reducing_flow ra.tes onļy 
wheILit.c.a1LJJ.r:.eveI1( the forI11_ation _ _Q_f _preferential flow paths at the 
s9il=geot_~xtil~jnte.rJace .. <1S .well as~ioiexJile::::ge.omembrane.interface 
(the latter requirement would be fulfilled if the geotextile were glued or 
otherwise attached to the geomembrane, which was not the case in the 
tests discussed in this paper). The. conditions to achieve thisgoal_are: 

• smJ!!LIJ<:>lei!l the geotnellll:irane; 
• soiLs.urfa.c~m; smootli_as pos§il:ile; 
• thick and compliantgeotextileLwith no hole; 
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• flexible geomembrane, laid without wrinkles; and 
• high pressure on the geomembrane (a liquid pressure being prefer

able to a solid overburden pressure because it is more uniform). 

The fin.aLIT_quirement is essential and m~. e,plain why no siggificant 

beneficialeffecLofgeotextile wasobserved by Brown et ai. wh~erated 

with smalļ.hydraulic heads acting on th~geomembrane. The requi~e!!lents 

for.A smooth,soil surface_and_<l_g_eomembrane without wrinkles may be 

diffu:.u!L!o.fül!ill in ,the field; therefore itjs Jikely that,~n many_fLeld 

conditions, a geotextile placedbetween a geomembrnne and the,under

lying low'.Qermeabi!ity. soil.will ņot decrease,Jhe leakag_e rate,but may 

insteadjncrease,i,t ,as,, exp)ained in, Section 1),4._ 
It is interesting to note that the geotextile used in the tests was made 

from polyester, which is nota hydrophobic polymer like polypropylene. 

Therefore, the beneficial effect of the geotextile between the geomem

brane and the low-permeability soil cannot be explained by water repul

sion. 
Lastly, the reader is reminded that the explanation presented above is 

only tentative. More testing is required to fully investigate the influence on 

leakage rate of a geotextile placed between a geomembrane and a low

permeability soil layer. 

3.4 Conclusions on leakage through composite liners 

3.4.1 Conc/usions from analytical studies 
It appears that the theoretical analyses involved in the apparently simple 

problem of leakage through a hole in a geomembrane placed on a 

low-permeability soil are extremely complex. 
If perfect contact between the geomembrane and soil is considered, the 

two-dimensional problem has been solved but the three-dimensional 

problem still requires work. However, there are approximate solutions, 

which give valuable information. 
If the contact between the geomembrane and soil is not perfect or if 

there is a geotextile between the geomembrane and soil, the liquid that has 

passed through a hole in the geomembrane flows laterally in the space 

between the geomembrane and the underlying soil ('interface flow'). 

Differential eguations have bee1!._E!oposed to evaluate the leakage rate 

throqgh a geomembrane hole when there is interface flow, which is almost 

al'>'LayLthe case u;a~ŗfieldconditions, To. use these eq11~t!ons, it is 

nec:essary toknow, tl!esp;icing between thegeomembrane andyhe under

lyigg low-p~rmeability soil. The spacing depends on the quality of contact 

between the geomembrane and soil. Guidance has been provided in 
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Section 3.3.2 regarding spacing values which are assumed to represent 

excel!ent field conditions. Using these spacing values, approximate solu

tions havc been proposed for the differential equations. 

3.4.2 Conclusions from modei tests 
In ai! cases where a geomembrane is placed in direct contact with a 

low-permeability soil, tests show that the liquid which passes through a 

geomembrane hole flows laterally in the space between the geomembrane 

and the underlying soil before flowing into the soil. Such lateral flow occurs 

eyen. under high .overburden_pressureswhich tend topress the geomem

brane ag;linst the underlyjng soil. Tests show that, as a result of lateral 

fiow~. leiligeJates are significanjjy_gŗeater than theJeakage rates. that 

would be CLbtained if theLe wa.s.»erfec1 contactbetween th.e~eiiroem)mme 
and the underlying_soil. TJ,_e .. cl.egree Qf_ĢQ!!ļact between the geomembrane 

allJL.s.Qilin_..the m~l tests can be considered .. excelle.!!L(smooth soil 

surface, no cracks in soil) butno.tpedectsin.cef!ow_t<1kes_pļace between 

thueņmembrane and the .. soiL .. 
Tests show that (somewhat unexpectedly) a needlepunched nonwoven 

geotextile between the geomembrane and the soil decreases the leakage 

rate if the pressure on the geomembrane is high enough to push the 

geotextile into soil irregularities, thereby preventing free lateral flow 

between geomembrane and soil. In the field, this benefü::i.;tLeffect of 

geotextiles maybeeffectiveonlyin a limited numberof cases where the 

following conditions. ar<> ... met:.(i}the.sgilsmtace i§yeŗy_sļlLCJ.Q_th;.:ČiiLthe 
geomembrane is veryflel'ibJe and .. has nosignificant wrinkles; (iii),tthick, 

unifor111.llļQ fQ!JlJ?@_lļLg<>Ql<eJ\YJe_is.!!s<:.4;.aI!Q (iv )ov~ll.urdeJLpress.ures 
are high and.distributed uniformly. (Of course, the geotextile must not 

have a hole under the geomembrane hole and must not be connected to an 

outlet, as discussed in Section 1.3.4.) More research is needed before it is 

possible to recommend the use of a geotextile as a means to improve 

contact between the geomembrane and soil and thereby decrease the 

leakage rate. 
Lessons learned from the mode! tests regarding flow of liquid between 

the geomembrane and soil are useful from a design and construction 

standpoint: 

• From a design standQoint, it is necessary to take into account the flow 

ofJiquid beLween1htĻgeo~KaRd.the soiJ foŗJeakqge ev;tlua
tinns..llii.well as foLany...Q!her appropnatedesign considerations, such 

as soil softening, erosion, or solutioning caused by liquid flowing in 

the space between the geomembrane and the underlying soil layer. 

• From a construction standpoint, it is recommended that every effort 

be made to develop good contact between geomembrane and low-
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permeability soil. These efforts can include: (i) constructing the 

low-permeability soil layer with a smooth surface and no cracks; and 

(ii) preventing or eliminating wrinkles in the geomembrane. As an 

attempt at improving contact quality, the geomembranc could be 

sprayed onto the low-permeability soil instead of being produced in a 

plant and transported to the site: in this case, the contact may be 

nearly perfect. 

Although the tests provide a good understanding of the flow mechan

isms involved, the diameters of the permeameters used by Brown et ai . 

and, to a lesser extent, by Fukuoka, were too small to give results which 

can be used directly for leakage rate evaluations. However, the extrapola

tion of test data, which was done by Brown et ai. using a sound theoretical 

analysis, provides information which can be used to evaluate leakage in 

areas larger than the test permeameter. 

In s_pite of their.Jimitations, the tests shoF that composit.<eJine~are_ 

signifu;,tn.fu,:JnQn, effectivethaņ. either _ iow-wrmelļbility soil_liners _ or 

g~1:1:s. However, the test results also indicate that compo

site liners as they are usually built (i.e. by unrolling a geomembrane on a 

layer of low-permeability soil) do not perform as well as an ideal composite 

liner, which would be made of a geomembrane in perfect contact with a 

low-permeability soil (i.e. a geomembrane sprayed on the soil) . 

3.4.3 Conclusions for leakage rate evaluation 

Review of methods for leakage rate evaluation. Several methods have 

been presented for the evaluation of the leakage rate through a composite 

liner due to a hole in the geomembrane component of the liner. These 

methods are summarized in Table 9 and can oe ranked as follows: 

• An absolute minimum of the leakage rate is obtained by assuming 

perfect contact between the geomembrane and the underlying soil 

and vertical flow (Fig. 5(c) and eqn (27)). In this case, the radius of the 

wetted area is obviously equal to the radius ofthe geomembrane hole. 

• An approximate value of the leakage rate for the case of perfect 

contact between the geomembrane and the underlying soil is given by 

eqn (30). 
• Leakage rates given by eqn (51), which combines theoretical analyses 

with experimental data from Brown et ai., 9 are assumed to correspond 

to excellent field conditions, as discussed in Section 3.3.2. 

• Finally, leakage through a hole in a geomembrane alone (i.e. with 

nothing underneath it) is certainly much larger than leakage through a 

composite liner with the same geomembrane hole, even under field 

conditions with far from perfect contact between the geomembrane 
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TABLE9 

Summary of Equations Related to Leakage Through Composite Liners 

Absolute minimum 

(Vertical flow) 

(MIN) in Figs 12 and 13 

(eqn (27)) 

(P.C.) in Figs 12 and 13 

(eqn (30)) 
Perfect contact 

Q = k,a(hw + H,)IH, 

R = d/2 

(Approximate value of Q given by radial flow) 

Q = <rk,hwd 
R = unknown 

Excellent contact 
(Empirical equations from mode! tests) 

(BEST) in Figs 12 and 13 

Q = 0·7 a0
·
1 k2°88 hw 

(eqn (51)) 

R = 0-5 a0 ·0S k,-006 hS;5 (eqn (52)) 

Absolute maximum 
(MAX) in Figs 12 and 13 

(Free flow resulting from large space between geomembrane and soil) 

Q = Ca a v'īgīī:;, = 0·6a v'īgīī:;, 

R = 0·39d(2ghw)°'25 k,-o-s 

(eqn (22)) 

(eqn (55)) 

These equations give the leakage rate, Q, and radius of wetted area, R, for composite liners 

when there is a hole in the geomernbrane. (Toe wetted area is the area of soil underneath 

the geornembrane that is wetted by the liquid flowing laterally between the geomembrane 

and soil prior to seeping into the soil.) The symbols used above are: 

ks = hydraulic conductivity of low-permeability soil un• ~erlying the geomembrane; 

a = area of hole in geomembrane; hw = liquid depth on geomembrane; Hs = thickness of 

soil layer; d = diameter of hole in geomembrane; and g = acceleration due to gravity. 

Basie SI units are: Q (m3/s), R (m), k, (mis), a (m2), hw (m), H, (m), d (m), and g (mis2). 

These units are mandatory for the two empirical equations. 

and the underlying soil. This case, therefore, provides an absolute 

maximum of the leakage rate. The leakage rate through a hole in a 

geomembrane alone is given by Bernoulli's equation (eqn (22)). 

From the above review of methods, it appears that the leakage rate in 

the case of actual field conditions will be between the value given by eqn 

(51) (excellent field conditions) and the value given by eqn (22) (absolute 

maximum). Interpolation between these two values can be done using the 

'leakage rate graph', as discussed below. 

Leakage rate and radius graphs. Because of the uncertainties in the 

analyses as well as the wide variety of contact conditions, it is appropriate 

in each given case to plot leakage rates obtained with ali the methods 

described above in order to make interpolations. It is also appropriate to 

use a semi-logarithmic scale for the plot since leakage rates vary within a 

range of several orders of magnitude, as is usually the case in hydraulic 

problems. The graph in Fig. 12 has been established with a 1 cm2(0· 16 in2 ) 

hole, which is one of the two holes (i.e. the large hole) recommended for 
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Fig. 12. Graph giving the leakage rate due to a geomembrane bole in a cornposite liner. The 
liquid depth on the liner is 30 mm (O· l ft), the bole area is 1 cm2 (0· 16 in2

) (i.e. diameter of 
11·3 mm), and the soil layer thickness is 0·9 in (3 ft). Field conditions can be anywhere 
between the two extremes: (1) best, i.e. the soil is well compacted, flat and smooth, has not 
been deformed by rutting during construction, and has no clods and cracks, and the 
geomembrane is flexible and has no wrinkles, and the geomembrane and soil are in close 
contact; and (2) worst, i.e. the soil is poorly compacted, has an irregular surface and is 
cracked, and the geornembrane is stiff and exhibits a pattern of large, connected wrinkles. 
Abbreviations: GOOD and POOR = good and poor field conditions; MIN, P.C., TEST, 
and MAX are defined in Table 9. The points correspond to numerical values given in Table 

10 and the curves were interpolated between these points. 

design, as indicated in Section 2.3.9. This graph has been established for a 
liquid depth of 30 mm (0· 1 ft). Numerical values used to establish the 
graph in Fig. 12 are given in Table 10. 

Similarly, a graph can be established for the radii of wetted areas (i.e. 
the area covered by leakage flowing between the geomembrane and the 
low-permeability soil, before it flows into the soil) obtained with ali the 
methods described above and summarized in Table 9. The radius graph 
corresponding to a liquid depth of 30 mm (0· 1 ft) is given in Fig. 13. 
Numerical values used to establish the graph in Fig. 13 are given in Table 
10. 

Similar graphs have been established for liquid depths ranging between 
0-003 m (0·01 ft) and30 m (100 ft). These graphs are notgiven here. Since 
eqns (51) and (52) are less valid for liquid depths larger than approximate-
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TABLE 10 
Numerical Values Used to Establish the Graphs Presented in Figs 12 and 13 

Leakage 
rate 
Q 

(m31s) 

Radius 
of 

wetted 
area 

R 
(m) 

Case 

Absolute minimum 
Perfect contact 
(approximate 
theory) 
Excellent contact 
( modei tests) 
Free flow 
(Bernoulli's 
equation) 

Absolute minimum 
(bole radius) 
Perfect contact 
(unknown) 
Excellent contact 
( modei tests) 
Free flow 
(Bernoulli's 
equation) 

Equation 

27 
30 

51 

22 

R = dl2 

52 

55 

UValue obtained by interpolation in Fig. 13. 

Hydraulic conductivity of soil 
underlying the geomembrane, ks 

10-9 mis 

1·0 X 10- 13 

l·lxl0-12 

1·0 X 10-IO 

4·6 X 10-s 

0·005 6 

=0·032" 

0·19 

122 

10-s mis 10-7 mis 

1•0X 10- 12 l·Ox10- 11 

l·lXl0- 11 l·lXl0- 10 

''"'kJ"""' 4·6 X 10 ·6 X 10-s 

0·005 6 

=0·032" 

0·17 

38 

0·005 6 

=0·032" 

0·14 

12 

This table has been established for a liquid depth of 30 mm (0· 1 ft) on top of the 
geomembrane, a hole area of 1 cm2 (0·16 in2 ), and a low-permeability soil thickness of 
0·9 m (3 ft). 

ly 1 m (3 ft), interpolations between eqns (22) and (30) were necessary for 
establishing the graphs related to 3 m and 30 m (10 ft and 100 ft) liquid 
depths. This further emphasizes the appropriateness of the graphical 
approach. 

Use of the leakage rate graph. The leakage rate graph permits the 
determination of the leakagc rate for any given field condition by inter
polation between the best case and the worst case: 

• In the best case: (i) the soil is well compacted, flat and smooth, has not 
been deformed by rutting due to construction equipment, and has no 
clods nor cracks; (ii) the geomembrane is flexible and has no wrinkles; 
and (iii) the geomembrane and the soil are in close contact. 

• In the worst case: (i) the soil is poorly compacted, has an irregular 
surface, and is cracked; and (ii) the geomembrane is stiff and exhibits 
a pattern of large, connected wrinkles. 
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Fig. 13. Graph giving the radius of the wetted area due to a geornembrane hole in a 

composite liner. The liquid depth on the liner is 30 mm (0· 1 ft) and the hole area is 1 cm2 

(0·16 in2
) (i.e. diameter of 11·3 mm), and the soil layer thickness is 0·9 m (3 ft). Field 

conditions can be anywhere between the two extremes: (1) best, i.e. the soil is well 

compacted, flat and smooth, has not been deformed by rutting during construction, and has 

no clods and cracks, and the geomembrane is flexible and has no wrinkles, and the 

geomembrane and soil are in close contact; and (2) worst, i.e. the soil is poorly cornpacted, 

has an irregular surface and is cracked, and the geomembrane is stiff and exhibits a pattern 

of large, connected wrinkles. Abbreviations: GOOD and POOR = good and poor field 

conditions; MIN, P. C,, TEST, and MAX are defined in Table 9. The points correspond to 

numerical values given in Table 10 and the curves were interpolated between these points . 

Location of the best and worst cases on the graphs, In order to interpolate 

between the best case and the worst case, it is necessary to locate these two 

cases on the graphs, 

The bestfield case, as it is described above, appears to be almost as good 

as the conditions in the tests by Brown et ai, and Fukuoka presented in 

Section 3,3, (In fact, in Section 3.3,2, we indicated that eqns (51) and (52) 

derived from Brown et a/,'s tests are assumed to correspond to 'excel!ent 

field conditions',) Therefore, on the graphs, the best case for field condi

tions is represented by a vertical line corresponding to the test results. 

The worstfield case has been Iocated on the leakage rate graph using the 

following procedure. We have assumed that the radius ofthe wetted area 

cannot exceed a value of the order of 30 m (100 ft) for soil hydraulic 

conductivity of 10-s mis (10-6 cm/s), a Iiquid depth of 30 m (100 ft), and a 

bole area of 1 cm2 (0·16 in2). Using the radius graph (not shown here) 
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related to a 30 m (100 ft) liquid depth and a 1 cm2 (0· 16 in2
) hole, we 

found that this assumption led to a worst case line approximately halfway 
between the 'best case' and the 'absolute maximum' leakage rate case. For 
the sake of simplicity, we decided to place the worst case line exactly 
halfway between the best case and the absolute maximum leakage rate 
case on ali leakage rate graphs. The location of the worst case line thus 
obtained is far from the absolute maximum (free flow through hoies in the 
geomembrane), which is an extremely unlikely case. 

Good and poor field conditions. On Fig. 12, we have arbitrarily divided 
the space between the best field case and the worst field case in thirds and 
we have thus obtained a vertical line representinggoodfieldconditions and 
a vertical line representingpoorfield conditions. Asa result, it appears in 
Fig. 12 that, for a liquid depth of 30 mm (0· 1 ft), a 1 cm2 (0· 16 in2

) 
geomembrane hole, and a soil hydraulic conductivity of 10-9 mis 
(10-7 cm/s), a leakage rate of 0·07 liters/day (0·02 gailons/day) corres
ponds to good field conditions, whereas a leakage rate of 0·4 liters/day (0· 1 
gallons/day) corresponds to poor field conditions. 

3.4.4 Conclusions on the role of overburden pressure 
Influence of overburden pressure on leakage rate. Tests and theoretical 

analyses have shown that the leakage rate through a geomembrane hole 
increases as the interface flow increases. (Interface flow is the flow 
brtween the geomembrane and underlying soil.) Interface flow increases 
with increasing values of the spacing between the geomembrane and 
underlying soil. Overburden pressure tends to decrease this spacing. As 
discussed in Section 3.3.2, tests by Brown et al.9 have shown marked 
decreases in leakagerates when the overb-;;;.den ~ssu~e increased from 
1·5 to 160 k~3340p_sf). However, these tests were conducted und.er 
l.iļ:,g;ra19ŗy coIIditioIIs, wi_tll a geomembxaneJaid_flaLnn._a ... smooth ... soil 
layer; anqjt is prenu1turf! to ctrn..vJir.m cgnc:lt1IiQIIS rng.iŗcjiņgJherole of 
overburden pressures in the field. Nonetheless, it is possible to crudely 
take into account the overburden pressure in leakage rate calculations. 
This can be achieved in the selection of the field-condition abscissa in the 
leakage rate graph (Fig. 12). For instance, for a properly designed and 
constructed facility that has undergone a rigorous construction quality 
assurance program (so that the soil is well compacted and smooth and 
geomembrane wrinkles are small), a 'best' field-condition abscissa could 
be considered if the overburden pressure is high, instead of 'good' if the 
overburden pressure is low. 

Role of overburden pressure in liquid impoundments. As discussed in 
Section 3 .4.3, the radius of the wetted area in the case of large liquid 
depths corresponding to liquid impoundments (lagoons, reservoirs, dams) 
can be of the order of up to 30 m (100 ft) depending on the hydraulic 
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conductivity of the soil and the quality of the contact between the 

geomembrane and the soil. In otlļer words>-the.large.leakage rates in the 

case o.fJiqµigim129µļļgments.rnuesp.OnQ.tol.i,rgewe.ttegJl.I.eM... Therefore, 

an o.=b.urde.n.,prg,ssun:.9JL!he_geomem.brane .com2.onel!LO.!.<!.Jiqµid 

impoundment composite top lilļer <::ai! !Je.veŗy. beneficial.since it will 

impede lateral flow between geomembrane and underlying soil, thereby 

decreasing leakage. It is preferable that the overburden be provided by a 

soil with fine particles, which may further decrease the leakage rate by 

clogging the geomembrane holes. (It should also be kept in mind that an 

overburden pressure on the composite top liner of a liquid impoundment is 

necessary to prevent geomembrane uplift, as discussed in Section 1.3.7.) 

3. 4.5 Conclusions on rate of leakage through composite liners 

Unitized leakage rates through composite liners due to holes in the 

geomembrane, obtained from Fig. 12 (liquid depth of 30 mm (0·1 ft) and 

1 cm2 (0· 16 in2) hole area), and similar graphs for other liquid depths and 

TABLE 11 

Calculated Unitized Leakage Rates Through Composite Liners 

Liquid depth on top of 
the geomembrane, hw 

Field Leakage 0·003 m 0·03 m 0·3 m 3m 30m 

conditions mechanism (0·01 ft) /0·1 ft) /1 ft) (10 ft) /100 ft) 

Permeation 0·000 1 0·01 1 100 300 

Good Small hole 0·02 0·15 1 9 .75 

Large hole 0·02 0·2 1·5 11 85 

Permeation 0·000 1 0·01 1 100 300 

Poor Small hole 0·1 0·8 6 50 400 

Large hole 0·1 1 7 60 500 

Values ofunitized leakage rate in lphd (figures to be divided by 

approximately 10 to obtain values expressed in gpad) 

Unitized leakage rates are leakage rates per unit area of liner. Leakage due to permeation 

is obtained from Table 7 and leakage due to holes is obtained frorn Fig. 12 and sirnilar 

graphs as a function of the field conditions defined in Fig. 12. (Ali results have been 

rounded up.) This table has been established with: hole frequency = 1 per 4000 m2 (1 per 

acre); small hole area = 3·1 mm2 (0·005 in2
); large hole area = 1 cm2 (0·16 in2

); soil 

thickness = 0·9 m (3 ft); soil hydraulic conductivity 10·9 mis (10·7 cmls); and HDPE 

geomembrane thickness = 1 mm'(40 mils). The liquid depths used here correspond to the 

typical values defined in Section 1.3.6. (Note: As indicated before eqn (45), the method 

used is unconservative for large hydraulic heads and may underestimate leakage rates for 

liquid depths greater than 0·3 m.) 
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hole areas, are summarized in Table 11, which also gives unitized leakage 
rates due to permeation obtained from Table 7. Although Table 7 was 
established for a geomembrane alone, unitized leakage rates due to 
permeation from Table 7 can be used for composite liners since leakage 
rates due to permeation should not be significantly affected by the 
underlying soil because ali soils are very pervious as compared to geomem
branes. Table 11 was established using a geomembrane defect (hole) 
frequency-;;fI~4000 lll''(l per acre} Thisfrequencfīsoaseclcin the 
results presenJed iņSecļign 2,)}, 

Table 11 summarizes our best judgement on leakage rates through 
composite liners. This table shows that leakage rates through composite 
top liners can be much larger in the case of liquid impoundments (where 
the hydraulic head acting on the top liner is usually large) than in the case 
of facilities storing solids such as landfills or ore leach pads (where the 
hydraulic head acting on the top liner is usually small). It also shows that 
leakage through composite bottom liners (subjected to liquid depths 
ranging from zero to 0-03 m (0· 1 ft)) can be very small. This latter 
observation emphasizes the merit of double liner systems with composite 
bottom liners for applications (such as pollution control) requiring a very 
high Ievel of liquid containment. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

Conclusions on leakage through liners constructed with geomembranes 
are drawn hereafter from the review of theoretical analyses, laboratory 
tests, and field data presented in this paper. These conclusions must be 
considered tentative since additional research is needed. However tenta
tive, these conclusions should be useful to the many engineers presently 
involved in the analysis and design of geomembrane-lined facilities. 

4.1 Defects and quality assurance 

Evea ... with_intensi'le quality. assur.ance.._iLis_reasonah[e_to_expect..3,S 
geomembrane defectsperhectare(oneortwo_defects per_ageLMost qf_ 
thes.e .. defi;,ctsare .. caMsedbyinad.eql!atesi;,amiil,g.Jn.addltiQU.,Jhere.may .. he .... 
g1;omembrane.d1;fects.c;igsedJ1y ... Pl!nctm:e.,.te.ar.,.e.xcessiv.e.s1J:esses,.etc. 
Defects may al.so be due to inadequate geo1I1e_llllJŗ<111e_c_cin_necti_cins to 
sumps, pipe penetrations, and other appurtenaņces, \Vlli<::I:) are often 
problem a.rel.ls. Also, the geomembrane may undergo excessive stresses in 
the vicinity of connections, which may cause defects to develop after the 
geomembrane is in service. 
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The leakage rate values, which are summarized in Table 12, were 

obtained assuming 3 geomembrane defects per hectare ( one defect per 

acre) which implies that: (i) intensive quality assurance is provided; (ii) 

extreme care is taken at geomembrane connections lo sumps, pipe 

penetrations, and other appurtenances; and (iii) an excellent design 

minimizes the risk of excessive stresses, which could generate very large 

holes. 

TABLE 12 

Unitized Leakage Rates Through Liners 

Liquid depth on top of 

the geomembrane, hw 

Type of Leakage 0·003 m 0·03 m 0·3 m 3m 30m 

liner mechanism (0-01 ft) (0·1 ft) (1 ft) (10 ft) (100 ft) 

Geomembrane Permeation 0·000 1 0·01 1 100 300 

alone Small hole 100 300 1 000 3 000 10 000 

(between two Large hole 3 000 10 000 30 000 100 000 300 000 

pervious 
media) 

Composite Permeation 0·000 1 0·01 1 100 300 

liner Small hole 0·02 0·15 1 9 75 

(good field Large hole 0·02 0·2 i·5 11 85 

conditions) 

Composite Permeation 0·000 1 0·01 1 100 300 

liner Small hole O·l 0·8 6 50 400 

(poar field Large hole O·l 1 7 60 500 

conditions) 
Values of leakage rate in lphd 

(figures to be divided by approximately 

10 to obtain values expressed in gpad) 

This table has been obtained by combining Tables 7 and 11. The small hole has a surface 

area of 3·1 mm2 (0·005 in2
). The large hole has a surface area of 1 cm2 (0·16 in2 ). The 

frequency ofholes is 1 per4000 m2 (1 per acre). The thickness ofthe soil layer is0·9 m (3 ft) 

and its hydraulic conductivity is 10-9 mis (10-7 cm/s). The HDPE geomembrane thickness 

is 1 mm (40 mils). The liquid depths used here correspond to the typical values defined in 

Section 1.3.6. Field conditions are defined in Fig. 12. Leakage rates in the case of a 

composite liner do not significantly depend on the material overlying the geomembrane. In 

the case of a geomembrane alone, leakage rates were calculated assuming that the 

geomembrane is overlain and underlain by an infinitely pervious medium. This assumption 

is valid for coarse gravel or geonet. Leakage rates through boles would be significantly less 

if the geomembrane were overlain and/or underlain by sand or a less permeable material. 
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4.2 Summary of Ieakage rate values 

Table 12 summarizes unitized leakage rates through liners. This table has 
been obtained by combining Table 7 for geomembranes alone with Table 
11 for composite liners. This table represents our best judgement regard
ing rates of Jeakage through liners under steady-state, saturated flow 
conditions. 

This table has been established with the following assumptions: 

• The geomembrane is 1 mm ( 40 mil) thick and has one hole per 
4000 m2 (acre) with a surface area of either 1 cm2 (0·16 in2

), or 
3· 1 mm2 (0·005 in2

). 

• The low-permeability soil layer underlying the geomembrane has a 
thickness of 0·9 m (3 ft) and a hydraulic conductivity of 1 x 10-9 mis 
(1 x 10-7 cm/s). 

• The material on top of the geomembrane is very permeable and does 
not impede flow through geomembranc defects. 

The liquid depths used in Table 12 represent the following conditions: 

• 0·003 m (0·01 ft) is representative of the case of a synthetic drainage 
layer; it is the liquid depth on the bottom liner if a synthetic drainage 
layer is used asa leakage collection layer, and the liquid depth on the 
top liner of a facility containing solids if the synthetic drainage layer is 
used as a leachate collection layer. 

• 0·03 m (0· 1 ft) is assumed to be an average liquid depth on the top 
liner of a landfill with a well-designed and constructed granular 
leachate collection layer; this is also a conservative value for the liquid 
depth on the bottom liner of any double liner system. 

• 0·3 m (1 ft) is the maximum liquid depth on the top liner of a landfill 
typically considered in the design of a granular leachate collection 
layer for waste disposal facilities in the USA. 

• 3 m (10 ft) is a typical liquid depth on the top liner ofa shallow surface 
impoundment (storage of chemical liquids, small water reservoirs, 
canals). 

• 30 m (100 ft) is a typical liquid depth in deep water reservoirs and 
dams. 

4.3 Comments on leakage rate values 

4.3.1 Leakage through top liners 
Geomembrane top liner. It appears from Table 12 that unitized leakage 

rates through geomembrane top liners (geomembrane alone) underlain 
and overlain by very pervious media are high if there is one hole per 
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4000 m2 (acre) in the geomembrane. Assuming one small hole per 

4000 m2 
( acre) under actual operating conditions results in leakage rates of 

the order of 100-1000 lphd (10-100 gpad) in solids storage facilities (such 

as landfills) and 3000-10 000 lphd (300-1000 gpad) in liquid impound

ments. If the geomembrane is punctured or has a large hole due to 

defective design or construction, much larger leakage rates could be 

experienced, as evidenced by the leakage rate values corresponding to a 

large hole in Table 12. Since it is impossible to guarantee that there will be 

no hole in a geomembrane, relatively large leakage rates should be 

considered during design. The use of a composite top liner should be 

considered in cases where leakage through the top liner must be mini

mized. 
It is important to remember that the above comments are based on 

leakage rate values calculated in the case of a geomembrane placed 

between two very pervious media such as geonets or coarse gravels. 

Smaller leakage rates would be obtained if the geomembrane was overlain 

and/or underlain by sand. The authors have undertaken a study to 

determine the reduction in leakage rates through a geomembrane hole 

achieved by placing sand on top of and/or underneath the geomembrane. 

It is also important to remember that the leakage rates discussed above 

were calculated assuming steady-state, saturated flow conditions. 

Composite top liner in a landfi/l. It appears in Table 12 that, in the case 

of a composite liner, there is no significant difference in leakage rate 

between the small hole (d = 2 mm = 0·08 in) and the large hole 

(d = 11·3 mm = 0·45 in). Table 12 shows that unitized leakage rates 

through a composite top liner in the case of a landfill can be small, i.e. less 

than 10 lphd (1 gpad) if the liquid depth on top of the geomembrane is 

0-3 m (1 ft), which normally occurs only during short periods of time, and 

of the order of 0-1-1 lphd (0·01--0· l gpad) if the liquid depth on top of the 

geomembrane is 0-003--0-03 m (0·01--0· l ft), which is more likely to be the 

range of the average liquid depth over a long period of time. However, it 

should be kept in mind that these low leakage rates can be achieved only if 

the lining system is constructed with intensive quality assurance and if the 

geomembrane is not subjected to excessive stresses likely to cause a large 

breach. It should also be kept in mind that construction of top composite 

liners (i.e. construction on top of the leakage collection layer and bottom 

liner) is relatively difficult. Therefore, it may not always be possible to 

obtain a value of hydraulic conductivity as low as 10-9 mis (10-7 cm/s) for 

the soil component of a composite top liner. A hydraulic conductivity of 

10-s mis (10- 6 cm/s) may be more realistic in some cases, which would 

increase by a factor of approximately 5 the unitized leakage rate values 

given above (which were obtained with k, = 10-9 mis (10-7 cm/s)). 
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It is important to remember that, in the case of a composite liner, 
leakage rates are not significantly affected by the material overlying the 
geomembrane, provided that the hydraulic conductivity of the overlying 
material is greater than that of thc low-permeability soil componenl of the 
composite liner. Since the overlying material is almost always more 
permeable than the Iow-permeability soil component, it may be concluded 
that, for ali practical purposes, the above results are valid regardless of the 
material overlying the geomembrane component of the composite top 
liner. It is also important to remember that the leakage rates discussed 
above were calculated assuming steady-state, saturated flow conditions. 

Composite top liner in a liquid impoundment. Table 12 also shows that, 
even with a composite top liner, the unitized leakage rate in the case of 
liquid impoundments may remain high, e.g. 100-800 lphd (10-80 gpad). 
(These values, established for a hydraulic conductivity of the soil compo
nent of the top liner k, = 10-9 mis (10- 7 cm/s), would be approximately 5 
times greater if k, = 10-s mis (10-6 cm/s).) As indicated in Section 3.4.4, 
leakage rates can be decreased if the geomembrane is covered with a layer 
of soil, preferably a soil with fine particles. It also appears that unitized 
leakage rates due to permeation through the geomembrane may not be 
negligible in the case of liquid impoundments; however, additional re
search is needed in this area before firm conclusions are drawn. 

4.3 .2 Leakage through bottom liners 
The depth of liquid on the bottom liner of a double-liner system is small in 
well-designed and constructed facilities. As indicated in Section 1.3.6, 
typical values of the liquid depth for design are in the range of 0·003 m 
(0·01 ft) to 0·03 m (0· 1 ft). The 'for design' is emphasized because Iiquids 
that leak through the top liner flow only in a small fraction of the leakage 
collection layer; consequently, these liquid depths exist only on a small 
fraction of the bottom liner. Using these design liquid depths, Table 12 
shows that unitized leakage rates through a well-constructed composite 
bottom liner can be anywhere between 10-4 lphd (10-5 gpad) and 
0·2 lphd (0·02 gpad), depending on the coincidence ofthe wetted portion 
of the leakage collection layer and the bottom liner geomembrane defects. 
The probability for such coincidence is small if the number of geomem
brane defects is small (e.g. one hole per 4000 m2 (acre)). 

Considering that the concentrations of pollutants in landfill leachates 
are typically relatively low, these leakage rate values should result in 
negligible pollutant discharges to the ground below the waste containment 
facility. The situation is improved further when attenuation of pollutants 
in the compacted soil component of the bottom liner is considered. Thus, it 
appears that properly designed, constructed and operated double liner 
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systems with composite bottom liners can provide a very high Ievel of 
environmental protection. 

As indicated in Section 4.3.1 forthe case oflandfill composite top liners, 
the above leakage rate values are valid regardless of the material overlying 
the geomembrane component of the composite bottom liner. 

4.4 Final comments 

4.4.1 Comment on the state of practice 
The tests and analyses presented in this paper show that composite liners 
as they are usually built (i.e. by unrolling a geomembrane on a layer of 
low-permeability soil) do not perform as well as an ideal composite liner, 
which would be made of a geomembrane in perfect contact with a 
low-permeability soil. However, leakage rate calculations show that com
posite liners are significantly more effective than either low-permeability 
soil liners or geomembrane liners. 

4.4.2 Comments on the state of the art 
The review of available data presented in this paper shows that a lot more 
needs to be known on the subject of leakage through liners: laboratory 
tests should be conducted on the permeation of water and other liquids 
through geomembranes; analytical and numerical studies on leakage 
through composite liners should be pursued; large-scale modei tests on 
composite liners should be undertaken; and field data on the quality of 
installed liners should be collected and statistically analysed. The authors 
hope that this paper will stimulate research and generate a productive 
discussion in the profession. 
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